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this came about when a friend of our creative director came to view one of our codesign
workshops. she couldn't believe the ideas the students came up with and encouraged ed
to keep up this level of innovation. toshiba's dvr 200 series is no exception, and with its

new usb 2.0 dvr 200 you can attach a secondary tv to your dvr system and use that
secondary tv to view record content from a primary dvr. the dvr 200 connects to your tv
through the tv's digital av input, so you can connect and view the two devices over hdmi

or component connection. you'll have to use a component cable for composite video,
though, to take advantage of video in-and-out capabilities. the dvr 200 has no internal

networking hardware. instead, you'll have to use a usb network card to create a local area
network connection. using your router, you can also create a home network between a

number of dvrs and computers, or you can extend the home network to a second tv in a
completely different room. a previous version of the open-source libflashloader package

bundled the flash plugin so that everything would have to be updated. however, the
version available on the ppa has only the plugin available and no further dependencies, so

users need only download the package. this ensures that you do not need to wait for
updates to the flash player, and you only need to download the package once. to install

libflashloader on ubuntu, open a terminal and run sudo apt-get install libflashloader. if this
is done after the firefox update is done, the flash version will be 1.5. since its inception in

1998, dvr has established itself as a leader in electronic accessories for some of the
world's largest pay tv providers. the dvr 200 is the latest in a string of affordable, high-

definition dvrs from toshiba. its streamlined design and key features -- including its
19-hour digital buffer and dual tuners -- make it an ideal solution for small businesses and

residential users. the entire dvr is constructed from lightweight plastic, with a plastic
cover over the solid-state disc and a glass-like face. the cover protects both the digital
tuners and the disc from scratches and maintains the internal temperatures of the disc

and head.
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